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Beekeepers are applauding the new Ontario government’s plan to restrict the use of pesticides linked to bee deaths.

But they say Monday’s announcement by agriculture minister Jeff Leal is only a first step and much more needs to be done to protect
bees and the crops they pollinate.

Pesticides known as neonicotinoids have long been suspected by beekeepers and many scientists as a factor in the collapse of bee
colonies globally, slashing populations of the insects dramatically.

The Ontario Beekeepers’ Association reported more than 4.2 million acres of cropland in the province were treated with the pesticides
last year.

Beekeeper Don Wilson holds a bee-covered honeycomb from one of the colonies at his home in Stirling-Rawdon, Ont. north of
Belleville Monday, July 15, 2013. Ontario has announced it will restrict the use of neonicotinoid pesticides linked to bee deaths.
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A Harvard University study published in last month’s Bulletin of Insectology reported neonicotinoids used to treat corn, potato and
soybean crops cause colony collapse disorder. It confirmed what had long been suspected by beekeepers and some scientists.

“Our intention is to move away from the widespread, indiscriminate use of neonicotinoid-based pesticides,” Ontario agriculture minister
Jeff Leal said Monday in a statement. It was the first such announcement by any province.

That, said Prince Edward County beekeeper Julie White, is “terrific political leadership.

“The direction the government is moving in is just great,” said White, who chairs communications for the Ontario Beekeepers’
Association. Her hives are in the Long Point area.

She hasn’t been affected by pesticides, since her organic certification requires her hives to be far from other farming. But she said the
government’s announcement represents progress.

“They’ve been paying attention to the science.

“We’re really feeling optimistic,” White said.

Members of the association said they’re relying on data from crop experts who say only 10 to 20 per cent of corn acreage needs the
pesticides. They say neonicotinoids are used so widely that they’re unable to keep their bees away from treated crops.

Association president Dan Davidson took a more moderate approach Tuesday than that of last year, saying the chemicals do have their
uses.

“We’ve learned that there is some need for these kinds of things. If it was only used where it was needed, I think everyone would be
fine,” he said.

“Like any pesticide, if it’s overused it’s going to be bad for something.

“Genetic modifications will guard against most of the insects,” Davidson said. He acknowledged some consumers will still be troubled by
the use of genetic modification of crops.

Davidson said it’s unclear just how Ontario will restrict the chemicals’ use.

But he said farmers should have to prove their crops need neonicotinoids and should pay a related cost.

Davidson, who said his family owns several farms, said seeds should not be treated with the chemicals.

“The farmer will have to really think about whether he needs that pesticide or not,” he said.

But Steve Denys, past-president of the Canadian Seed Trade Association, said restricting use of the pesticides could have unintended
environmental consequences.

He added that neonicotinoid pesticides are safer than chemicals used before they came along.

“If we restrict the use of these things, it’s actually worse for the environment,” he said.

The province’s proposal could result in an increase in the spraying of other pesticides on crops, leading to greater risk to bees and other
non-targeted insects, he said.

The Grain Farmers of Ontario recently estimated revenue from corn and soybean production could fall by $600 million without access to
neonicotinoid seed treatments.

Beekeepers said they still want a ban on such pesticides.

But White added the association will now work with the government in an attempt to ensure new limits on neonicotinoids are in place by
this fall.

“It’s certainly doable and the political will seems to be there, so we’re going to support them any way we can.”

luke.hendry@sunmedia.ca

With files from QMI Agency
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Reader's comments »
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5 Comments 9+

• •

Norah G Fon •  

NORAHG RESPONDS TO THE AMATEURISH & DISCREDITED HARVARD STUDY

Bee experts have quickly criticized the so-called Harvard Study, which was NOT performed by
Harvard University. The study could NOT even be published legitimately in North America, and
could only be published in some obscure publication in Italy. Moreover, the author of the study has
NO recognized expertise in matters concerning honeybees. Experts complained that the study had
exposed bees to an unrealistically high dose of insecticides. The government of Australia noted that
― ( 1 ) The Harvard Study is clearly discredited because bee colonies were fed « astronomical »
levels of imidacloprid-laced corn syrup. ( 2 ) The Harvard Study is also discredited because the
sample sizes were far too small. ( 3 ) The Harvard Study is further discredited because the
symptoms the colonies subsequently suffered did not, in fact, mimic the symptoms of bee colony
collapse disorder. http://wp.me/p1jq40-81U Everyone agrees that neonicotinoid insecticides are
lethal to bees in extremely large doses. But, in the real world, bees are NOT getting drenched with
these insecticides. Overwhelming scientific evidence has consistently indicated that neonicotinoid
insecticides are scientifically safe and cause no harm to bees when used properly. The so-called
Harvard Study is merely an amateurish attempt to perform bee research. For the whole truth
regarding bees, go to ... http://wp.me/p1jq40-7zT http://wp.me/p1jq40-6WJ http://wp.me/P1jq40-2BA
http://wp.me/p1jq40-6H8 http://wp.me/p1jq40-7ty NORAHG is the National Organization Responding
Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green space industry. WILLIAM H. GATHERCOLE AND
NORAH G. Get the latest details at The Pesticide Truths Web-Site http://pesticidetruths.com/ and
go to The Complete Library Of Web-Pages, Reports, & References http://wp.me/P1jq40-2rr

• •

Juliet deWal •  
Great news!

• •

bkungl •  

One small step for the honey bee...maybe, now, we will see more of them!!

• •

NickJohnston  •  

There's no shortage of them - in fact they've been steadily increasing since 2006, in spite of
what some will claim. Which, coincidentally, is when neon ices really started making headway
in replacing the previous options. Isn't that strange?

NickJohnston •  
Oddly enough, the majority of commercial beekeepers in the province don't support either the OBA
or a ban. The OBA is no longer the voice of beekeepers as it likes to portray, just the voice of
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